Zero conditional - exercise 1

Part 1: Choose the beginnings of the sentences to complete the text.

**Lions**

If a lion joins a group of other lions
If lions go hunting
If a lion roars
If lions are active
If male lions use cent marking

... it can be heard over five miles away.
... it usually stays with them for three years.
... they work in teams.
... they establish their territory.
... it is usually at night.

Part 2: Choose the endings of the sentences to complete the text.

eyes are blind for six days.
they show their affection.
the loser often dies.
they have to leave their mothers.
lions fight them off.

If lions rub each other's heads, .................................................................
If any strange males try to enter their territory, ............................................................
If lions start fighting, ......................................................................................................
If cubs are born, .............................................................................................................
If male cubs are two years old, ......................................................................................